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Itinerant ferromagnetism in the periodic Anderson model
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We introduce a mechanism for itinerant ferromagnetism, based on a simple two-band model. The model
includes an uncorrelated and dispersive band hybridized with a second band which is narrow and correlated.
The simplest Hamiltonian containing these ingredients is the periodic Anderson model~PAM!. Using quantum
Monte Carlo and analytical methods, we show that the PAM and an extension of it contain the mechanism and
exhibit a nonsaturated ferromagnetic ground state in the intermediate-valence regime. We propose that the
mechanism, which does not assume an intra-atomic Hund’s coupling, is present in both the iron group and in
somef electron compounds like Ce(Rh12xRux)3B2 , LaxCe12xRh3B2, and the uranium monochalcogenides
US, USe, and UTe.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This work is an extension of a previous letter1 where we
have described the basic ideas. Here we introduce a diffe
mechanism for itinerant ferromagnetism, which is based o
simple two-band model. We show that the mechanism is s
ported by the numerical results obtained from quant
Monte Carlo~QMC! simulations of the periodic Anderso
model ~PAM!. We also analyze the experimental cons
quences for somef electron compounds and the iron grou
However, before describing the details of our mechanism
is useful to develop a historical perspective on itinerant f
romagnetism.

The first attempt at analyzing a real FM metal, like N
was made by Slater.2 He concluded that the main contribu
tion to the exchange energy is provided by intra-atomic
teractions. In the meantime, Stoner3 introduced his picture
where the metallic ferromagnetism results from holes in
3d band interacting via an exchange energy proportiona
the relative magnetization and obeying Fermi-Dirac sta
tics. However, the model considered first by Stoner3 and later
by Wohlfarth4 did not take into account the correlations
the 3d electrons, except for the constraints imposed by
Pauli exclusion principle. In other words, they did not co
sider the fact that the Coulomb repulsion tends to keep
electrons apart.

In 1953, the importance of these correlations was poin
out by van Vleck.5 He emphasized that the energy requir
to tear off an electron increases rapidly with the degree
ionization.~The energy of two Ni atoms in a 3d9 configura-
tion is appreciably lower than having one atom in the 3d8

state and the other one in 3d10.! Based on this observation
he proposed an alternative picture~minimum polarity model!
where the states of higher ionization in Ni are ruled out co
pletely, and the configuration 3d9.4 is considered to be 40%
3d10 and 60% percent 3d9. The lattice sites occupied by 3d9

and 3d10 configurations are continuously redistributing in h
picture. The van Vleck proposal is the precursor of the H
bard model for infiniteU.

Following Slater,6 van Vleck5 speculated that the con
tamination by states of higher polarity, not included in h
0163-1829/2003/68~21!/214430~13!/$20.00 68 2144
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model, provides the exchange interaction~intra-atomic in
this case! necessary for ferromagnetism. Hence he calcula
the effective nearest-neighbor magnetic interaction indu
by second-order perturbative fluctuations from thed91d9

configuration to thed81d10. In this way, van Vleck arrived
at a model which describes itinerant and correlated~only
allowing d9 and d10 configurations! holes with a nearest
neighbor exchange interactionaSi"Sj ~generalized Heisen
berg model!. However, as van Vleck explained at the end
his paper,5 the sign and the magnitude ofa are very sensitive
to the precise values of the energies of the different poss
intermediate states~singlets or triplets! in the d8 configura-
tion.

In 1963, the one-band Hubbard model was proposed
dependently by Gutzwiller,7 Hubbard,8 and Kanamori9 to ex-
plain the metallic ferromagnetism in the 3d transition metals.
The Hubbard model incorporates the kinetic energy in
single nondegenerate bandwith an intra-atomic Coulomb
repulsionU to describe the electrons in thes band of the
transition metals. In contrast to the previous models,
Hubbard model does not include any explicit exchange in
action which favors a ferromagnetic phase. The impli
question raised by this proposal is: Can ferromagnet
emerge from the interplay between the kinetic energy and
Coulomb repulsion, or it is strictly necessary to include
explicit exchange interaction provided by the intra-atom
Hund’s coupling? This simple question becomes even m
relevant if we considerf-electron itinerant ferromagnets, lik
CeRh3B2,10 whose only local magnetic coupling is antiferro
magnetic.

Unfortunately, with the exception of Nagaoka’s11 and
Lieb’s12,13 theorems, the subsequent theoretical approac
were not controlled enough to determine whether the H
bard model has a ferromagnetic~FM! phase. The central is
sue is the precise evaluation of the energy for the param
netic ~PM! phase. Because it does not properly incorpor
the correlations, mean-field theory overestimates this ene
and predicts a large FM region.14 In contrast, numerical cal-
culations have narrowed the extent of this phase to a sm
region around the Nagaoka point.11,15

Going beyond the simple one-band Hubbard model
©2003 The American Physical Society30-1
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been advocated, for instance, by Vollhardtet al.14 They note
that the inclusion of additional Coulomb density-density
teractions, correlated hoppings, and direct exchange inte
tions favors FM ordering in the single-band Hubbard mod
In fact, a very simple analysis shows that increasing the d
sity of statesD(E) below the Fermi energyEF and placing
EF close to the lower band edge increases the FM tende
One can achieve this by including a next-nearest-neigh
hoppingt8 or by placing the hoppings on frustrated~nonbi-
partite! lattices. The effectiveness oft8 was studied numeri-
cally by Hlubinaet al.16 for the Hubbard model on a squa
lattice. They found a FM state when the van Hove singula
in D(E) occurred atEF . However, this phase was not robu
against very small changes int8.

While the Hubbard model is so reluctant to have a F
state, there is an increasing amount of evidence indica
that the periodic Anderson model~PAM! has a FM phase in
a large region of its quantum phase diagram.1,17–30Since the
d orbitals of the transition metals are hybridized with thes
2p bands, we can consider the inclusion of a second ban
the next step in the search of itinerant ferromagnetism fr
pure Coulomb repulsions.

Ferromagnetism is readily found in the PAM by vario
mean-field approximations in any dimension. For examp
using a slave-boson mean-field theory~SBMFT! for the sym-
metric PAM, Möller and Wölfe21 found a PM or antiferro-
magnetic~AF! phase at half filling depending on the value
the Coulomb repulsionU. More recently, the SBMFT calcu
lations of Doradzin´ski and Spalek22,23 found wide regions of
ferromagnetism in the intermediate valence regime that
prisingly extended well below 1/4 filling.

As another example, a ferromagnetic phase is also
tained when the dynamical mean-field theory~DMFT! ~Refs.
31–34! is applied to the PAM.24–30 Tahvildar-Zadehet al.
found a region of ferromagnetism and studied its tempera
dependence. At very low temperatures, their ferromagn
region extended over a wide range of electron fillings and
many cases embraced the electron filling of 3/8. More
cently Meyer and Nolting28–30 appended perturbation theor
to DMFT and also predicted ferromagnetism over a bro
range of electron filling extending below 1/4 filling. In add
tion, Schwieger and Nolting35 also considered an extensio
of the PAM, similar to the one considered here, to estim
the importance ofs2d hybridization for the magnetic prop
erties of transition metals.

There is also a considerable amount of numerical e
dence showing ferromagnetic solutions for the ground s
of the PAM. Noack and Guerrero,19 for example, found par-
tially and completely saturated ferromagnetism using
density-matrix renormalization-group~DMRG! method in
one dimension. They considered a parameter regime w
there is one electron in eachf orbital. For a sufficiently large
value of U, the model exhibited a ferromagnetic groun
state. Beyond an interaction-dependent value of the dop
and a doping-dependent value ofU, this state disappeared
The ferromagnetic phase was a peninsula in a phase dia
that was otherwise a sea of paramagnetism except at 1/4
1/2 filling where the ground state of the PAM was antiferr
magnetic.
21443
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Our previous17 and new QMC results qualitatively agre
with the DMRG work; however, the phases we find quan
tatively and qualitatively disagree with those derived fro
the mean-field approximations. Quantitatively, we find fer
magnetism in a narrower doping range than the one predi
by the DMFT and SBMFT calculations. For fillings betwee
3/8 and 1/2, QMC predicts a PM region, whereas mean-fi
theory predicts ferromagnetic states in part of that region
fact, at a filling of 3/8 where DMFT calculations predic
ferromagnetism, we find a spin-density-wave state with
wave vector equal to (p,0) or (0,p).

The mechanism we introduce in the present paper o
ates when the system is in a mixed-valence regime. T
regime has been studied numerically only in the context
DMFT.28 We will show, however, that the ferromagnetic s
lution obtained with DMFT in the mixed-valence regime h
a different origin and therefore is not representative of o
mechanism. The main ingredient for our mechanism is
uncorrelated dispersive band which is hybridized with a c
related and narrow band. We show that the PAM suppo
our mechanism by doing quantum Monte Carlo~QMC!
simulations on one- and two-dimensional lattices. The res
of these simulations are interpreted with an effective Ham
tonian derived from the PAM. In this way, we establish th
the mechanism can be interpreted as a generalization to
lattice of the first Hund’s rule for the atom. The two lev
band structure generated by the hybridization gap recrea
for the lattice, the shell-like level structure of the hydrogen
atom. When the lower shell is incomplete, the local part
the Coulomb interaction is minimized by polarizing the ele
trons which are occupying the incomplete shell.

II. MODEL

The PAM was originally introduced to explain the pro
erties of the rare-earth and actinide metallic compounds
cluding the so called heavy fermion compounds. A ve
simple extension of this model can also be applied to
description of many transition metals.35,36The basic ingredi-
ents of this model are a narrow and correlateda band hybrid-
ized with a despersive and uncorrelatedb band. The Hamil-
tonian associated with this model is

H5H01HU

H052ta (
^r,r 8&,s

~ars
† ar8s1ar8s

† ars!1ea(
r ,s

nrs
a

2tb (
^r,r 8&,s

~brs
† br8s1br8s

† brs!

1V(
r ,s

~brs
† ars1ars

† brs!,

HU5
U

2 (
r ,s

nrs
a nr s̄

a , ~1!

wherebrs
† andars

† create an electron with spins in b anda
orbitals at lattice siter andnrs

a 5ars
† ars . The tb andta hop-
0-2
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pings are only to nearest-neighbor sites. Whenta50, the
Hamiltonian is the standard PAM. For thef electron com-
pounds, thea and b orbitals play the role of thef and d
orbitals, andta'0. For transition metals, they correspond
the 3d and 4s orbitals. Unless otherwise specified, we w
set tb51.

For U50, the resulting HamiltonianH0 is easily diago-
nalized:

H05(
k,s

~Ek
1bks

† bks1Ek
2aks

† aks!, ~2!

where the dispersion relations for the upper and the lo
bands are

Ek
65

1

2
@ek

b1ek
a6A~ek

b2ek
a!214V2#, ~3!

with

ek
b522tb(

i 51

D

coskxi
,

ek
a5ea22ta(

i 51

D

coskxi
, ~4!

for a hypercubic lattice in dimensionD. The operators which
create quasiparticles in the lower and upper bands are

aks
† 5ukaks

† 1vkbks
† ,

bks
† 52vkaks

† 1ukbks
† , ~5!

with

uk5
Ek

12ek
a

A~Ek
12ek

a!21V2
,

vk5
2V

A~Ek
12ek

a!21V2
. ~6!

The noninteracting bandsEk
6 are plotted in Fig. 1 for a one

dimensional system. IfuVu!utbu, we can identify regions
with well defineda or b character in the lower and the upp
bands. In particular, the case illustrated in Fig. 1 correspo
to a situation where thea and theb bands were crossing

FIG. 1. Illustration of the effective model and the FM mech
nism. D is the hybridization gap andda is the interval of energy
where the electrons are polarized.
21443
r
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before being hybridized (ea.22tb). We see a small region
in the center of the lower band which is dispersive and la
regions on both sides which are nearly flat. The upper b
exhibits the opposite behavior. The nearly flat regions in e
band correspond to states with a predominanta character,
while the dispersive regions are associated to the states
b character.

III. MECHANISM FOR FERROMAGNETISM

The PAM has different regimes depending on the valu
of its parameters and the particle concentrationn5Ne/4N
(Ne is the total number of particles andN is the number of
unit cells!. If V!ueau andV!uU1eau, there is one particle
~magnetic moment! localized in eacha orbital, and the fluc-
tuations to the conduction band can be considered in a
turbative way. By this procedure, the PAM can be reduced
the Kondo lattice model~KLM !,37 which contains only one
parameterJK /t with

JK5V2(
k

FQ~ek
b2EF!

ek
b2ea

1
Q~EF2ek

b!

ea1U2ek
b G ~7!

and t5tb . The KLM has been extensively studied,38–41 and
the evolution of its phase diagram is described for instanc
a review article by Tsunetsuguet al.42 One of the earliest
approaches to the KLM is the mean-field treatment
Doniach38 for the related one-dimensional Kondo necklac
For half filling, this approximation leads to a transition fro
a Néel ordered state in the weak-coupling regime (JK!utu)
to a nonmagnetic ‘‘Kondo singlet’’ state above the critic
valueJK

c 5t.
Lacroix and Cyrot43 did a more extensive mean-fiel

treatment for three-dimensional KLM. They also found
magnetically ordered state for weak coupling. In their pha
diagram, the ordered state is ferromagnetic for low and
termediate densities of conduction electrons, and antife
magnetic in the vicinity of half filling. The Kondo single
phase appears above some critical value ofJK

c (n) in the
whole range of concentrations.

Using another mean-field treatment for the on
dimensional KLM, Fazekas and Mu¨ller-Hartmann41 obtained
a phase diagram containing only magnetically orde
phases: spiral below some critical value ofJK /t which de-
pends on the particle density and ferromagnetic above
value. To get this result, they fixed the orientation of t
localized spins in a spiral ordering and minimized the to
energy with respect to the wave vector of the spiral. Ev
though this treatment of the spin polarized state is valid
classical spins, it neglects completely the Kondo singlet f
mation which occurs in the strong-coupling limit for the co
sidered case (S51/2).

Sigristet al.44 gave an exact treatment of one-dimension
KLM for the strong-coupling regimeJK@t finding a ferro-
magnetic phase for any particle density. However, it is i
portant to remark that the mechanism driving the ferrom
netism in the latter case is not the same as the dou
exchange mechanism associated with the mean-field solu
of Fazekas and Mu¨ller-Hartmann.41 To understand this dif-
0-3
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ference, we just need to notice that forJK /t5` mean field41

predicts a ferromagnetic solution while the exact solution
a complete spin degeneracy. Therefore double exchang
not the mechanism driving the ferromagnetic phase of
KLM ~at least when the localized spins areS51/2).

The real mechanism has been unveiled by Sigristet al.44

who used degenerate perturbation theory to determine
lifting of this degeneracy when the ratioJK /t becomes finite.
The new ground state is an itinerant ferromagnet for a
concentration of conduction electrons. In this state, the s
which are not participating in the Kondo singlet are fu
polarized. We can see from their solution that the motion
the Kondo singlets stabilizes the FM state in a way simila
the Nagaoka’s solution.11 The second-order effective Hami
tonian obtained after the perturbative calculation includ
nearest-neighbor hoppingt/2, plus a next-nearest-neighbo
correlated hoppingt8 which is ordert2/JK . Then there are
two different ways to move a Kondo singlet from one site
its next-nearest neighbor: by two applications oft/2 or by
one application oft8. Only when the background is ferro
magnetic do both processes lead to the same final state.t8
has the appropriate sign@which is the case for the KLM~Ref.
44!# the resulting interference is ‘‘constructive’’ and the F
state has the lowest energy. We can see in this example
the motion of the Kondo singlet can stabilize a magne
phase.

There are different regimes for which the PAM cannot
reduced to a KLM by a perturbative approach. One of th
situations corresponds to the intermediate-valence reg
ea;EF . In this caseni

a is no longer close to 1 and thea
electrons can move. In a recent paper,45 we have demon-
strated that the ground state of the one-dimensional PAM
ferromagnetic when the mixed-valence regime is induced
a strong hybridization (uVu@utau,utbu), U is infinite, and 1/2
,n,3/4. In this case the mechanism is exactly the sam
the one above described for the strong-coupling limit of
KLM. 44 The mechanism that we describe below also op
ates in a mixed-valent situation (uEF2eau,uVu) but for a
different and more realistic region of parameters:uVu!utbu.
Although both mechanisms could have common aspe
they also have important differences.

FIG. 2. WeightsWr andwr as a function of the distanceur u for
a one-dimensional system.
21443
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In Fig. 1, we illustrate the~one-dimensional! noninteract-
ing bands for the case of interest:ea close toEF and above
the bottom of theb band. If uVu!utbu, we can identify two
subspaces in each band where the states have eitherb (c
subspace! or a (f subspace! character. The size of the cros
over region around the points where the original unhybr
ized b anda bands crossed is proportional touV/tbu; that is,
it is very small. The creation operators for the Wannier
bitals c rs andf rs associated with each subspace are

c rs
† 5

1

AN F (
kPK.

eik"rbks
† 1 (

kPK,
eik"raks

† G ,

f rs
† 5

1

AN F (
kPK.

eik"raks
† 1 (

kPK,
eik"rbks

† G , ~8!

whereN is the number of sites. The subsetsK. andK, are
defined by K.5$k:uuku>uvku% and K,5$k:uvku.uuk%.
Since thec and thef subspaces are generated by eigensta
of H0, it is clear that both subspaces can only be mixed
the interacting termHU . Therefore in the new basis we hav

H05H0
f1H0

c5 (
r,r 8,s

t rÀr8
f f rs

† f r8s
1 (

r,r 8,s

t rÀr8
c c rs

† c r8s
,

with the hoppingst r
f andt r

c given by the following expres-
sions:

t r
f5

1

N F (
kPK.

eik"rEk
21 (

kPK,
eik"rEk

1G , ~9!

t r
c5

1

N F (
kPK.

eik"rEk
11 (

kPK,
eik"rEk

2G . ~10!

The segmented structure of thec and thef bands introduce
oscillations in the hoppingst r

c and t r
f as a function of the

distanceur u.
Because theU term in H involves only thea orbitals, the

matrix elements ofH connecting thef andc subspaces are
small compared to the characteristic energy scales of
problem~the matrix elements ofH within the subspaces!. To
see this we expressars

† as a function off rs
† andc rs

† by first
inverting Eqs.~6! and ~8! to find

ars
† 5(

r8
WrÀr8f r8s

†
1wrÀr8c r8s

† , ~11!

where the weightsWr andwr are defined by

Wr5
1

N F (
kPK.

eik"ruk1 (
kPK,

eik"rvkG ,

wr5
1

N F (
kPK.

eik"rvk1 (
kPK,

eik"rukG . ~12!

The value of these weights as a function of the distanceur u is
plotted in Fig. 2~for ea521.5, V50.1t, andta50). From
Fig. 2 we can see thatW0 is much larger than any othe
0-4
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weight. This is so because thef orbitals have predominantly
a character, while thec orbitals have mostlyb character in
the considered region of parameters. Therefore we can
proximate the creation operatorars

† by

ars
† '(

r8
WrÀr8f rs

† . ~13!

As a consequence of this approximation, thea subspace be
comes invariant under the application ofH. In addition, be-
causeuW0u@uWrÞ0u ~see Fig. 2!, we can establish a hiera
chy of terms where the lowest order one corresponds
simple on-site repulsion,

He f f
U 5Ũ(

r
nr↑

f nr↓
f , ~14!

with Ũ5UuW0u4 andnrs
f 5f r ,s

† f r ,s . The next order terms
containing three and twoW0 factors, are much smaller an
are essentially the same as the intersite interactions whic
the past were added to the Hubbard model to enhance
ferromagnetism.14

Adding He f f
U to H0 we get the effective Hamiltonian

He f f5 (
r,r 8,s

~t rÀr8
c c rs

† c r8s
1t rÀr8

f f rs
† f r8s

!1Ũ(
r

nr↑
f nr↓

f .

~15!

The c andf orbitals form uncorrelated and correlated no
hybridized bands:He f f5Hc1Hf. For thef orbitals we ob-
tain an effective one band Hubbard model with the pecu
double-shell-like dispersion relation shown by the thick lin
in Fig. 1.

Particularly for ta50, Hf has a very large density o
states in the lower shell of thef band14 which is located near
ea . From Fig. 1 it is also clear that the electrons first dou
occupy the uncorrelatedc band states which are belowea .
However, when the system becomes mixed valent beca
EF gets close toea , the electrons close to the Fermi level g
into some of the correlatedf states. The interaction term
He f f

U , combined with the double shell band structure ofH0
f ,

gives rise to a FM ground state~GS!: The electrons close to
EF spread to higher unoccupiedk states and polarize, whic
causes the spatial part of their wave function to become
tisymmetric. This process eliminates double occupancy
real space and reduces the Coulomb repulsion to zero.
cost of polarizing is just an increase in the kinetic ene
proportional toda;\vFdk , wherevF is the Fermi velocity
and dk is the interval ink space in which the electrons a
polarized.

To determine the stability of this unsaturated FM state,
compare its energy with that of the PM state. If we were
build a nonmagnetic state with only the states of the lowef
shell, we would find a restricted delocalization for each el
tron because of the exclusion of the finite set of band st
(k states! which belong to the upper shell. To avoid the Co
lomb repulsionU for double occupying a given site, the ele
trons need to occupy allk states. This means they have
occupy thef states in the upper and lower shells. This
21443
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stricted delocalization is a direct consequence of Heis
berg’s uncertainty principle, and the resulting localizati
length depends on the wave vectors where the originalb and
a bands crossed. These wave vectors define the size (Dk) of
each shell. The energy cost for occupying thef states in the
upper shell is proportional to the hybridization gapD, which
for utbu!utau and tb.0 is given by

D5D@A~ea/21Dta2Dtb!21V222ta

1A~ea/21Dtb2Dta!21V222tb#. ~16!

Therefore ifU is the dominant energy scale in the proble
andD@da , the FM state lies lower in energy than the no
magnetic state. Under these conditions, the effective FM
teraction is proportional to the hybridization gapD.

This mechanism for ferromagnetism on a lattice is ana
gous to the intra-atomic Hund’s mechanism polarizing el
trons in atoms. In atoms, we also have different degene
~the equivalent ofda is zero! shells separated by an energ
gap. If the valence shell is open, the electrons polarize
avoid the short-range part of the Coulomb repulsion~again
reflecting the Pauli exclusion principle!. The energy of an
eventual nonmagnetic state is proportional either to the m
nitude of the Coulomb repulsion or to the energy gap
tween different shells. The interplay between both energ
sets the scale of Hund’s intra-atomic exchange coupling.

IV. NUMERICAL METHOD

Our numerical method, the constrained-path Monte Ca
~CPMC! method, is extensively described and benchmar
elsewhere.46,47 Here we only discuss its basic features, a
sumptions, and special details about our use of it.

In the CPMC method, the ground-state wave functi
uC0& is projected from a known initial wave functionuCT&
by a branching random walk in an overcomplete space
Slater determinantsuf&. In such a space, we can writ
uC0&5(fcfuf&, wherecf.0. The random walk produce
an ensemble ofuf&, called random walkers, which represe
uC0& in the sense that their distribution is a Monte Ca
sampling ofcf /(fcf , that is, a sampling of the ground
state wave function.

To completely specifyuC0&, only determinants satisfying
^C0uf&.0 are needed becauseuC0& resides in either of two
degenerate halves of the Slater determinant space, sepa
by a nodal plane. In the CPMC method the fermion si
problem occurs because walkers can cross this plane as
orbitals evolve continuously in the random walk. Withouta
priori knowledge of this plane, we use a trial wave functi
uCT& and require^CTuf&.0. The random walk solves
Schrödinger’s equation in determinant space, but under
approximate boundary condition. This is what is called t
constrained-path approximation.

The quality of the calculation depends on the quality
the trial wave functionuCT&. Fortunately, extensive testin
has demonstrated a significant insensitivity of the results
reasonable choices: Since the constraint only involves
overall sign of its overlap with any determinantuf&, some
insensitivity of the results touCT& is expected.17,46–50
0-5
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Besides, as a starting point and as a condition constrai
a random walker, we also useuCT& as an importance func
tion. Specifically, we usêCTuf& to bias the random walk
into those parts of Slater determinant space that have a l
overlap with the trial state. For all three uses ofuCT&, it
clearly is advantageous to haveuCT& approximateuC0& as
closely as possible. Only in the constraining of the path d
uCT&5” uC0& in general generate an approximation.

We constructeducT&5)sufT
s& from the eigenstates of th

noninteracting problem. Because the total andz-component
spin angular momentum,S andSz , are good quantum num
bers, we could choose unequal numbers of up and d
electrons to produce trial states and hence ground states
S5Sz5

1
2 (N↑2N↓). Whenever possible, we would simula

closed shells of up and down electrons, as such cases us
provided energy estimates with the least statistical error,
because we wanted to study the ground-state energy
function of S, we frequently had to settle for just the up
down shell being closed. In some cases, the desired valu
Scould not be generated from either shell being closed. A
we would select the noninteracting states soucT& would be
translationally invariant, even if these states used did no
come from the Fermi sea. The use of unrestricted Hart
Fock eigenstates to generateufT

s& instead of the noninteract
ing eigenstates generally produced no significant impro
ment in the results.

In particular, we represented the trial wave function a
single Slater determinant whose columns are theNs single-
particle orbitals obtained from the exact solution ofH0. We
chose the orbitals with lowest energies given byEk

2 and
filled them up to a desired number of electronsNe ,

ucT&5)
k,s

ak,s
† u0&, ~17!

whereu0& represents a vacuum for electrons. Since our c
culations were performed for a less than full lower ban
only states from the lower band were used to construct
trial wave function.

In a typical run we set the average number of rand
walkers to 400. We performed 2000 Monte Carlo swee
before we taking measurements, and we made the mea
ments in 40 blocks of 400 steps. By choosingDt50.05, we
reduced the systematic error associated with the Trotter
proximation to be smaller than the statistical error. In m
suring correlation functions, we performed between 20 a
40 back-propagation steps.

V. QUANTUM MONTE CARLO RESULTS

In Sec. III, we have described a mechanism for itiner
ferromagnetism which is present in the mixed-valence
gime for n.1/4. In addition, we mentioned that the syste
is also expected to be FM when thea magnetic moments ar
localized (uVu!uEF2eau) because the effective Ruderma
Kitted-Kasuya-Yasida~RKKY ! coupling is negative when
the Fermi surface is small (kF;0). In this section we show
that the itinerant and the localized ferromagnetic states
continuously connected in the phase diagram of the PA
21443
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However, the energy scale of the first state is much lar
than the RKKY interaction which characterizes the seco
one. The existence of a crossover region between both s
could explain the fact that there are somef-electron com-
pounds for which it is very difficult to determine whethe
they are itinerant or localized ferromagnets. Note that ifea is
increased continuously from the localized limit (ea
,22Dutbu), the Fermi level practically does not change
the beginning. However, whenea reachesEF , the Fermi
level starts to followea until all the a electrons are com-
pletely transferred from thea to theb band. Concomitantly,
the character of the conduction electrons changes cont
ously, first fromb to a and later froma back tob. Most of the
results that we include below correspond to this region
parameters.

In addition, we will see that the QMC results forH @Eq.
~1!# are consistent with the simple picture derived from o
effective model@Eq. ~15!#. According to that picture, the
ferromagnetic state in the mixed-valence regime should
similar to a partially polarized noninteracting solution whe
the polarized electrons are the ones occupying
a-character orbitals. It is only in the crossover region of s
V2/utbu ~see Fig. 1!, where the orbitals have a mixed chara
ter, that the correlations introduce an appreciable effect. T
effect is the well-known Kondo-like singlet correlation b
tween theb and thea electrons. However, it is important t
remark that these Kondo singlets only exist in an ene
interval V2/W ~whereW is the d bandwidth!, and therefore
the number of Kondo singletsNKS is much smaller than the
number of magnetic momentsNMM : NKS /NMM;V2/W2.
This is a simple manifestation of the ‘‘exhaustion’’ phenom
enon described by Noziere´s.51,52 Since most of thea mag-
netic moments are ferromagnetically polarized, the role
these few Kondo singlets is marginal in our FM solutio
Therefore, for the mixed-valence regime withn.1/4, thea
magnetic moments which are not screened byb electrons
develop an effective magnetic interaction as a conseque
of the interplay between the local Coulomb interaction a
the particular band structure. In other words, the ‘‘collecti
Kondo state’’ which was proposed in the past51,52 is replaced
by band ferromagnetism.53

In fact, the nature of local moment compensation in t
PAM differs qualitatively from that in the single impurity
Anderson model.17 In the PAM, if the ground state is a sin
glet, then

^Sa
z~ j !2&52(

i
^Sb

z~ i !Sa
z~ j !&2(

i
^Sa

z~ i !Sa
z~ j !&. ~18!

In the impurity model, the last term is absent, and the res
ing expression is the analytic statement of the well-kno
Clogston-Anderson compensation theorem that express
compensation of thea moment by the conduction electron
In the PAM, on the other hand, the last term dominates
first so thea moment is compensated largely by correlatio
induced among themselves.

To understand the nature of the FM solution, we plott
the mean occupation number of the quasiparticle opera
which diagonalize the noninteracting problem@see Eq.~5!#.
0-6
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This is shown in Fig. 3 for the lowest energy PM (S50)
state in a two-dimensional cluster of 12312 unit cells. We
can see that theb-character states of the lower band are clo
to being doubly occupied. In contrast, thea-character region
has a smaller occupation number (;0.7). It is remarkable
that the populations of thea-character states in the lower an
the upper bands are very similar. This delocalization in
momentum space is a direct consequence of the tenden
avoid double occupancy in the real space. This indicates
the energy increase of the PM state due to the inclusion oU
is proportional to the hybridization gapD.

Figure 4 shows the quasiparticle occupation numbers
the partially saturated FM ground state. While t
b-character states of the lower band are still close to be
doubly occupied, thea-character ones are polarized and t
occupation number is 1 for any of them. The occupat
number for thea-character states in the upper band is mu
smaller than the corresponding one for the PM solution~see

FIG. 3. Mean values of the quasiparticle occupation numbers
the noninteracting band states for the paramagneticS50 solution of
the PAM in a two-dimensional lattice. Legends:nlu(k) represents
lower-band occupation number of up spins,nud(k) represents
upper-band occupation number of down spins, etc.

FIG. 4. Mean values of the quasiparticle occupation numbers
the noninteracting band states for the ground state~partially satu-
rated ferromagnet withM5S/N50.43) of the PAM in a two-
dimensional lattice.
21443
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Fig. 3!. This difference can be understood in the followin
way: the polarizeda electrons can localize in momentum
space because the Pauli exclusion principle prevents do
occupancy in real space~the spatial wave function is com
pletely antisymmetric!. Therefore thea electrons do not need
to occupy the upper band states and the energy increase
to the repulsiveU term is proportional to\vFdk . The non-
zero amount of electrons occupying the center of the up
band~see Fig. 4! comes from the crossover regions for whic
the a and theb character of the states are comparable. Si
the electrons occupying these states are not polarized,
effect of the Coulomb repulsionU is the transfer of spectra
weight from the lower to the upper band to avoid doub
occupancy in real space.

We can see from Figs. 5 and 6 that a similar behavio
obtained for one-dimensional systems. As it follows fro
Sec. III, the mechanism for this ferromagnetism works in a
finite dimension. Notice in Fig. 5 that there is a jump in t
occupation number of the lower band as a function ofk. The
inverse of this jump is proportional to effective mass of t

r

r

FIG. 5. Mean values of the quasiparticle occupation numbers
the noninteracting band states for the paramagneticS50 solution of
the PAM in a chain.

FIG. 6. Mean values of the quasiparticle occupation numbers
the noninteracting band states for the ground state~partially satu-
rated ferromagnet withM5S/N50.3) of the PAM in a chain.
0-7
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quasiparticles of the paramagnetic solution. Whenea de-
creases, the system evolves into a state where thea electrons
are localized. This evolution is reflected in the decrease
the jump and the consequent increase of the effective m

For U50 the system is a PM metal. We then expec
critical value of the on-site repulsionUc separating the PM
from the FM region. From Fig. 7, the value obtained forUc
is Uc;0.25;D50.242 for V50.5 and Uc;0.11;D
50.0981 forV50.31 (ea523). This is also in agreemen
with the mechanism described in Sec. III. IfD@da and U
becomes larger than the hybridization gapD, the system
evolves into a FM state to avoid the double occupancy w
out an increase in the kinetic energy proportional to the
bridization gap.

According to Figs. 7~b! and 8 the magnetization seems
increase gradually whenU is increased beyond its critica
value. This behavior suggests that the FM transition as fu
tion of U is of second order. If this is so, the properties of t
PM Fermi liquid which is obtained forU,Uc should be
strongly affected by the FM fluctuations whenU approaches
Uc . It is known that the effective mass of the quasipartic

FIG. 7. ~a! Energy difference between partially polarized F
ground state and the lowest energy paramagnetic state as a fun
of U. ~b! Magnetization as a function ofU.

FIG. 8. Minimum energy as a function of the magnetization.
21443
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diverges in the approach to a zero-temperature ferromagn
instability.54–57In other words, the behavior of the PM Ferm
liquid cannot be understood by analogy with the one imp
rity problem. The Kondo temperature, which is the char
teristic energy scale of the one impurity problem, is replac
by a new Fermi temperature which is dominated by the f
romagnetic fluctuations and goes to zero whenU approaches
to Uc from below.

Another relevant parameter for the FM solution is t
hybridizationV. For V50 andea5EF there is a complete
spin degeneracy for the electrons occupying the localizea
orbitals. By increasingV, we are simultaneously changin
the Fermi velocityvF and the hybridization gapD. For small
values ofV, D is much larger thanda5\vFdk in the region
under consideration. For this reason, a nonzero value oV
removes the original spin degeneracy stabilizing the parti
polarized FM solution~see Fig. 9!. WhenV is larger thant,
the two relevant energy scalesD andda become of the same
order and the partially polarized FM is replaced by a P
phase. In the unrealistic largeV limit ( uVu@utbu,U,ueau), the
ground state consists of local Kondo singlets moving in
background of localized spins.

Finally, the most sensitive parameter for the stabilizat
of the FM state is the differenceuea2EFu. In Fig. 10, we
show the energy differenceDE between the FM ground stat
and the lowest energy PM (S50) state as a function ofea .
Whenea is considerably smaller thanEF , thea electrons are
localized and the magnetism is dominated by the RKKY
teraction. The order of this interaction isV4. This gives the
small value ofuDEu when thea levels are below the bottom
of the conduction band:ea,22Dutbu. The most stable re-
gion for the FM state~maximum value ofuDEu) starts when
ea reaches the Fermi level. For the case of Fig. 10, t
occurs atea;21.9. Again this result is in agreement wit
the mechanism described in Sec. III. If we continue incre
ing the value ofea , the number ofa electrons decreases an
the magnetization is consequently reduced@see Fig. 10~b!#.
Note that whenea reaches the Fermi level, it remains pra
tically equal toEF until all the a electrons are transferred t

tion

FIG. 9. ~a! Energy difference between the FM ground state a
the lowest energy paramagnetic state as a function ofV. ~b! Mag-
netization as a function ofV.
0-8
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ITINERANT FERROMAGNETISM IN THE PERIODIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 214430 ~2003!
the b band. Finally, whenea becomes larger thanEF , the
magnetization goes to zero in a smooth way indicating t
the associated quantum phase transition is of second or

Figure 11 shows theea dependence ofDE for two- and
three-dimensional clusters. As in the one-dimensional c
the stability of the FM phase increases when the system
proaches the mixed-valence regime. The qualitative beha
of uDEu andM does not depend on the dimensionality of t
system forD<3. It is remarkable that in the mixed-valenc
regime, the stabilization energyuDEu is one order of magni-
tude larger than the corresponding value in the localized
gime.

To validate our results in the thermodynamic limit it
necessary to do finite-size scaling. Because there are
few ~nontilted! square super cells where identical dopin
away from half filling are realized as the cell size is varie
we usually used tilted cells.~Nontilted cell of sizeN5m2

havem lattices points on the cell edges.! The necessary con
dition for the existence of a tilted square super cell withN
sites that tiles space is:N5 l 21m2, where l and m are

FIG. 10. ~a! Energy difference between FM ground state and
lowest energy paramagnetic state as a function ofea for a one-
dimensional system.~b! Magnetization as a function ofea .

FIG. 11. ~a! Energy difference between FM ground state and
lowest energy paramagnetic state as a function ofea for two- and
three-dimensional systems.~b! Magnetization as a function ofea .
21443
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integers.58 For the doping ofn50.3, we used tilted cells for
N520, 40, 50, 80, 90, 100, 130, 160, 200, and 250. FoN
5100 a tilted and nontilted cell exists. In Fig. 12, we sho
the scaling ofDE and the magnetization per site for a tw
dimensional system. The finite-size effects are stronge
two-dimensional systems.~For one-dimensional scaling re
sults, see Fig. 2 in Ref. 1.!

We show two different cases: the circles correspond t
sequence of tilted square clusters which allows us to fix
concentration inn50.3; the squares correspond to a s
quence of untilted square clusters for which the value of
concentration is the closest ton50.29. Despite the consid
erable size effects, these results indicate that the FM sta
stable in the thermodynamic limit. In this case, the extra
lated magnetization is close to 0.4.

Meyer and Nolting30 have also found a FM solution fo
the PAM in a similar region of parameters using DMF
However, it is important to remark that the mechanism
ferromagnetism described in Sec. III works only in fini
dimension. In any dimension, the fundamental problem
correctly estimating the energy of the paramagnetic s
relative to the ferromagnetic state. For two parallel spins,
Pauli exclusion principle is a natural mechanism for preve
ing the electrons from incurring a high Coulomb energy c
by occupying the same site. On the other hand, two antip
allel spins have to develop spatial correlations to prev
this. Properly computing these correlations is one essen
requirement for a predictive theory and the most difficult p
of the problem. Typically, mean-field theory in any fini
dimension is unable to capture these correlations adequa
enough. To have a ferromagnetic state, a second require
is the development of an energy scale to prevent the p
magnetic state with adequate spatial correlations from hav
a lower energy than the ferromagnetic state. In the mec
nism for ferromagnetism just presented, the quantum Mo
Carlo method allowed the proper computation of the spa
correlations to permit the accurate determination of the
ergies of both the paramagnetic and ferromagnetic sta
What is interesting about the mechanism is the observa

e

e

FIG. 12. ~a! Scaling of the energy difference between the F
ground state and the lowest energy paramagnetic state for
dimensional systems.~b! Scaling of the magnetization per site.
0-9
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C. D. BATISTA, J. BONČA, AND J. E. GUBERNATIS PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 214430 ~2003!
that band structure of the noninteracting problem sets an
ergy scaleD that for a range of electron densities makes
formation of the paramagnetic state more costly than the
romagnetic state even when the spatial correlations are
veloped in the former one.

In infinite dimension, a number of things are different. F
one thing, the physics becomes local as the self-energ
independent of wave number. As a consequence, spatial
relations cannot develop. The absence of spatial correla
avoiding double occupancy of sites leads to the paramagn
state naturally tending to have a higher energy than the
romagnetic state, and the absence of the energy scale as
ated with band features leaves the appearance of the f
magnetic state being principally a consequence of a v
high density of state near the Fermi energy. When the infi
dimensional physics is used to approximate the physics
finite dimensions by what is called DMFT, a high density
states near the Fermi energy, as is the case in the mi
valence regime, promotes the ferromagnetic state. Thi
also reflected by the fact that the energy scale (TC) of the
FM solution found with DMFT for the localized regime i
larger than the one for the mixed-valence regime~region IV
of Ref. 28!. This behavior is opposite to our result~see Fig.
10!.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

A. Cerium compounds

During the last few years experimental results have c
firmed that there are Ce based compounds which canno
treated as typical Kondo systems. For instance, CeRh3B2 has
a very high FM ordering temperature (TC5115 K) which
sticks out from a localized 4f -electron description.59 In ad-
dition the alloy series Ce(Rh12xRux)3B2 ~Ref. 59! and
LaxCe12xRh3B2 ~Ref. 60! exhibit many unusual characteris
tics which require a new macroscopic description with
spect to the competition among classical Kondo ver
RKKY interactions.38

Absorption edge spectroscopy measurements
Ce(Rh12xRux)3B2 for different values ofx indicate that the
stoichiometric compound CeRh3B2 is in the mixed-valence
regime ~fluctuating between the 4f 1 and the 4f 0

configurations!.59 After doping with Ru, there is a stron
transfer of weight from the 4f 1 line to the 4f 0 structure. This
change can be understood in the context of the PAM if
take into account that the volume of the system decrea
when Rh is replaced by Ru.60 In this situation the width of
the conduction band increases and somef ~a! electrons are
transferred tod ~b! character orbitals~see Fig. 1!. According
to our results this change must decrease the value of
zero-temperature magnetization and the Curie tempera
TC . By increasing the doping level we can reach a situat
where most of thef electrons that were polarized in the st
ichiometric compound are transferred to thed character or-
bitals and the zero-temperature magnetization is very sm
In this limit the system should be a weak ferromagnet
cause there are very fewf ~a! electrons close to the Ferm
level ~see Fig. 1!. When the energy difference between t
Fermi level and thef level (ea) becomes smaller thanTC ,
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the magnetization can increase with temperature becaus
number off ~a! electrons increases. The electrons which
occupying the PMd ~b! states near the Fermi level are the
mally promoted to thef character states which are just abo
the Fermi level. In this process, the electrons are polari
because of the mechanism discussed above. This explain
finite temperature peak in the magnetization
Ce(Rh12xRux)3B2 ~for x between 0.06 and 0.125! ~Refs. 59
and 61! that suggests an ordered state with high entropy. T
source of the large entropy is thus associated with charge
not with spin degrees of freedom which is why a state w
largerM has a higher entropy. From this analysis we pred
that the integral of the entropy belowTC , which can be
extracted from the specific-heat measurements, contain
considerable contribution from thecharge degrees of free-
dom.

When Ce is replaced by La, the volume of the syst
increases60 and the magnetic moments become more loc
ized. In this case, the weight in the absorption edge spect
copy is transferred from the 4f 0 structure to the 4f 1 line.
Again this can be understood if we take into account that
width of the conduction band decreases in this case and
electrons are transferred from thed to thef character orbitals
~see Fig. 1!. In this way the system evolves from the itinera
to the localized situation (e f5ea,EF). According to our
results~see Fig. 10!, this change should increase the value
the zero-temperature magnetization and simultaneously
crease the Curie temperatureTC @ uDEu is strongly reduced
because the effective magnetic interaction in the locali
limit, JRKKY, is orderV4 ~Ref. 1!#. This anomalous behavio
has been experimentally observed by Shaheenet al.60 in
LaxCe12xRh3B2.

We can also connect our mechanism with the hydrost
pressure dependence ofTC . To do this we calculated
uDEu/N by the QMC method as function of increasingtb .
Here we are assuming that the main effect of the hydrost
pressure is to increasetb and to leave the other paramete
unchanged. The order of magnitude ofuDEu/N, which
should be proportional toTC , and its qualitative behavior ar
in good agreement with the experimental results
CeRh3B2.10 We can see from Fig. 3~a! in Ref. 1 that for the
itinerant FM case,uDEu/N is of the order of 100 K. This
scale is much larger than the magnitude of the RKK
interaction62 (;1 K) which is commonly used to explain th
origin of the magnetic phase when thea electrons are local-
ized.

B. Uranium compounds

The FM uranium monochalcogenides US, USe, and U
are semimetals with large Curie temperatures ofTC5180,
160, and 108 K and ordered moments of 1.5, 2.0, and 2.2mB ,
respectively.63 Most of the magnetic properties of these sy
tems are still unexplained. The purpose of this subsectio
to argue that the mechanism for ferromagnetism introdu
above is a good candidate to explain some of the myste
related to these compounds.

Erdös and Robinson64 suggested that the uranium
monochalcogenides are mixed-valence systems. This sug
0-10
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ITINERANT FERROMAGNETISM IN THE PERIODIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 214430 ~2003!
tion was reinforced by measuring the Poisson ratio as a fu
tion of the chalcogen mass with low-temperature ultraso
studies on USe and UTe.65 The coexistence of an
intermediate-valence regime and ferromagnetism is one
the unexplained properties of these compounds as it is
ognized in Ref. 63. According to the traditional picture,38 the
system should behave as a nonmagnetic collective Ko
state in the intermediate-valence regime. In contrast to
picture, our results show that a partially saturated ferrom
netic state is stabilized in the mixed-valence regime. This
explain the first striking property of the uranium monoch
cogenides.

The other unusual property of these compounds is
shape of the magnetization curve versus temperature w
has a maximum belowTC .64 Again this is a property which
can be easily explained~see the subsection about the C
compounds! within the context of the PAM. In addition, th
order of magnitude of the Curie temperature of these co
pounds coincides with the energy scale obtained from
PAM for the intermediate-valence regime.

The uranium monochalcogenides, like the Ce based c
pounds above described, exhibit a nonmonotonic beha
for the TC as a function of pressure.10 Figure 3~b! in Ref. 1
shows that this behavior can also be explained with the PA
Notice, however, that the nonmonotonic behavior shown
this figure has nothing to do with a competition between
Kondo and RKKY energy scales.

Finally, the spin-wave dispersions of these compou
also present some anomalies. For instance, neut
scattering experiments on a single-domain UTe crystal66,67

show that for wave vectorsq perpendicular to the ordere
moment the excitations become more damped with incre
ing q. In US only a broad continuum of magnetic response
observed.68 Damped and unpolarized spin waves are o
served in USe.69–71 These properties indicate that the itine
ant character of thef electrons is essential to have a go
description of the magnetic excitations.

C. Transition metals

Even though the transition metals are the most well st
ied itinerant ferromagnets, the ultimate reason for the st
lization of the FM phase is still unknown. Since the minim
correlated model~Hubbard Hamiltonian! proposed to de-
scribe these systems does not seem to have a FM solutio
is reasonable to ask whether an extension of this mini
model, including more than one band, is necessary and
ficient to stabilize the FM solution. The correlated 3d band
of the transition metals is hybridized with weakly correlat
and dispersives andp bands. This situation is similar to th
case already described for thef electron compounds. There
fore it is natural to ask if there is a connection between
itinerant ferromagnetism of thef and thed electron com-
pounds. Notice that the order of magnitude of theTC is the
same. Following the same motivation and using DMF
Schwieger and Nolting35 concluded that thed-band ferro-
magnetism can be stabilized when the hybridization betw
both bands is small. However, these authors also find a
solution for the one band problem.
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In the case of the transition metals, the dispersion of
narrower band (3d) cannot be neglected. For this reason,
studied the stability of the FM solution as a function ofta .
We can see from Fig. 3~b! of Ref. 1 that the FM phase is
even more stable forta;20.1 than forta50 and becomes
unstable forta;0.05. The reason for this asymmetric beha
ior is easy to understand in terms of the variation ofda : If ta
is negative, then the effect ofta on the dispersion of thef
band is opposite to that of the hybridizationV ~see Fig. 13!.
When ta;20.1, we get, for the givenea and V, the mini-
mum value forda /D and therefore the most stable FM cas
When we depart from this value ofta , da /D increases,uDEu
decreases, and the FM state becomes less stable.

This result indicates that the hybridization between ba
can play a crucial role for the ferromagnetism of the ir
group. In other words, the ferromagnetism of the transit
metals can originate, at least in part, in the interplay betw
the correlations and the particular band structure and
solely in the intra-atomic Hund’s exchange.5

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We introduced a different mechanism for itinerant ferr
magnetism which is present in a simple two band mo
consisting of a narrow correlated band hybridized with a d
persive and uncorrelated one. The picture just presen
combined with our previous results,1 allows a reconciliation
of the localized and delocalized ferromagnetism pictu
painted by Heisenberg72 and Bloch.73 The hybridization be-
tween bands and the particular band structure play a cru
role in this mechanism because they generate a multis
structure for the correlated orbitals. This structure, wh
combined with a local Coulomb repulsion, favors a ferr
magnetic state. The mechanism is analogous to the
which generates the atomic Hund interaction. In this sen
this is a generalization to the solid of the atomic Hund’s ru
The mechanism works in any finite dimension.

The determination of a minimal model to explain the m
tallic ferromagnetism of highly correlated systems has b
the object of intense effort during the last 40 years. T
results presented in this paper suggest that the PAM
minimal Hamiltonian which can explain the itinerant ferr

FIG. 13. One-dimensional band structure for different valu
of ta .
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magnetism without including any explicit FM interaction.
Another important aspect of this ferromagnetic solution

its mixed-valence character. According to the tradition
picture,38 the mixed-valence regime should be a PM Kon
state. The appearance of a ferromagnetic instability in
region of doping rises some questions about the entire va
ity of a Kondo-like description inspired by the one impuri
problem. Even the PM phase obtained forU,Uc is strongly
influenced by the proximity to a FM instability.54–57

We have discussed the relevance of these results for s
f-electron compounds which are itinerant ferromagnets w
high Curie temperatures (;100 K). In particular, there are
several unusual characteristics of the Ce based compo
Ce(Rh12xRux)3B2 and LaxCe12xRh3B2, and the uranium
monochalcogenides US, USe, and UTe, which can be
plained, at least at a qualitative level, with the pres
mechanism.

We have also considered the case relevant for the
group where the dispersion of the lower band is not ne
.
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gible. The fact that the ferromagnetism is even more sta
for finite values ofta when the hoppings of both bands ha
opposite signs indicates that our mechanism is relevan
explain the ferromagnetism of the transition metals, like
where a correlated and narrow 3d band is hybridized with
the 4s band. It suggests that the ferromagnetism in the tr
sition metals can originate, at least in part, in the interp
between the correlations and the particular band struct
and not solely in the intra-atomic Hund’s exchange.5
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